# BRACKEN RIDGE STATE HIGH SCHOOL
## YEAR 7 ENGLISH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TERM ALLOCATION AND LENGTH</th>
<th>UNIT</th>
<th>SUB TOPICS</th>
<th>ASSESSMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| TERM 1 10 Weeks             | *Persuasive Texts: Advertising* | - Written and Visual elements of print advertisements  
- Persuasive language features  
- Features of an advertising campaign (print, radio and television)  
- Structure of a persuasive speech | - Analysis of Advertisement Exam (Written)  
- Persuasive Pitch (Spoken) |
| TERM 2 10 Weeks             | *Narrative Texts: Novel Study* | - Structure of narrative texts  
- Analysis of language in narrative texts  
- Representations of people and places in narrative texts  
- Structure of an Imaginative recount | - Evaluation of Novel Exam (Written)  
- Imaginative Recount (Written) |
| TERM 3 10 Weeks             | *Creative Texts: Poetry*     | - Examination of poetry and poetic devices  
- Songs as texts  
- Transformation of songs to video clips  
- Structure of video clips  
- Structure of a Multi Media Presentation | - Multi Media Presentation (Spoken) |
| TERM 4 10 Weeks             | *Literary Texts: Biography*  | - Types of biographical texts  
- Language feature of biography  
- Text structure in biographies  
- Research and questioning skills  
- Structure of a Biography | - Biography (Written) |